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Finally, a contemporary topical Bible that's as easy to use as a dictionary! Wouldn't you like to have

all the Scriptures on an important Bible topic, such as marriage, end times, the Holy Spirit, or money

management in one place and instantly available â€“ not just the references but the entire passage?

The MacArthur Topical Bible is the most user-friendly Bible study tool released in decades. It's a

comprehensive volume of 20,000 Bible topics and more than 100,000 Bible passages, carefully

cross-referenced and organized for quick and complete visual location. It's an amazing time-saver

for teachers and pastors planning their lessons. Designed for beginning students as well as

seasoned scholars, The MacArthur Topical Bible is useful with all Bible translations. It is the perfect

companion to the MacArthur Study Bible. Next to the Bible this is the best companion a Christian

can have for in-depth study of thousands of spiritual subjects.
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This Topical Bible is based on the New King James Version. The topics are arranged alphabetically

making it easier to find any particular topic. And each topic's biblical reference is arranged in the

order of the books of the Bible. Each reference contains the name, chapter, verse and the verse

itself.You have to keep in mind that this is a reference Bible, so it is bulky and heavy, not easy to

carry with you.Something I don't like is that there are hardly any margins in the pages. It seems that

they used the entire page to print the information. The quality of the paper is good, definitely thicker

and brighter paper than a regular Bible.I do recommend this Bible. It is especially useful for those

teachers who teach topically or if you are looking for information on a particular topic.



this is by far the best topical bible i have come across. what is wonderful is that it gives whole verse

for said topic rather than having to look the rest of it elsewhere. very convenient and well done. i

highly recommend it.

surprisingly less comprehensive than Nave's and sells for twice the price.though i am quite ok with

the MacArthur study Bible,this topical Bible leaves alot to be desired..some fairly important

theological words like propitiation are not even listed.also many proper names are not here.i also

miss the Strong's numbers,cross references and many other features of the Nave's NIV Topical not

here. ok for basic topical searches but abit overpriced for what it offers.also the binding is not very

sturdy for a book of this weight and size and will probably not hold up well with extended usage.my

new copy will require careful handling by the look of a poorly glued backing.smyth-sewn it is not.i

would recommend the Zondervan NIV Topical for overall value and quality.Proverbs 2:1-5

This book has helped me tremendously in my biblical studies and in my teaching. I have found

many topical reference resources out there today, electronic or otherwise, but in book form and for

what it does, this one is outstanding. MacArthur is a man of Scripture who really focuses on details

and categories, and you will find many quality references organized under headings and

subheadings you probably have never thought of before. Looking for Angels, God's attributes,

salvation, prayer, marriage, priests, or words like light, forgiveness, love: all are here.The other

great strength after its detailed categorization is that this book strives to reproduce the entirety of

verses and passages on every topic. The vast majority of the time you will not get just a string of

verse references that leave you with a load of grunt work. The cover says it contains over 100,000

Bible passages in full and over 20,000 Bible topics and subtopics listed.This book has greatly

helped me as a student in papers and as a teacher, expanding biblical ideas with cross references

on the same topic. For these reasons it is worth having in your library. Also would be very useful in

electronic form.

Many Bible study tools, like concordances, topical bibles, or dictionaries, only put part of the

information at your fingertips. For example, a common Topical Bible might have entries under

numerous headings, like "Salvation". What sets the MacArthur Topical Bible apart is that it actually

has the complete Scripture reference right there on the page.My favorite use of this book is to

simply open it up and find a new topic, then read all the Scriptures for that topic and pray through



them. It's a really wonderful way to study God's word topic by topic, verse by verse.This book is a

much larger expansion of the MacArthur Study Bible topical concordance. I used to have that Bible,

but gave it to my father as a gift. Since then, I've also studied from the Reformation Study Bible and

most recently the ESV Study Bible.For my own personal study, this MacArthur Topical Bible, the

MacArthur Study Bible, and the ESV Study Bible are the best resources I have ever used.

nice reference book to have in your library. One of the greatest features is having the actual verse

right there instead of just where to find it and having to look it up elsewhere.

I go to Grace Community Church where John MacArthur is Senior Pastor. I listen to his MP3 files,

have the study bible, this is another great tool in anyone serious about the word of God. Note: if you

want a watered down gospel, MacArthur books are not for you.

Mr. MacArthur's resources have been an more than excellent source for my private study of the

Word. This is my first topical bible and I tell you I wish I had known about it before. Pastor Mac

mentioned in a sermon having a topical Bible where he actually referred other books but I decide to

get his because I trust his work as a man of God.
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